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Outline of Presentation

 Beyond leisure – interdisciplinary education & 

multidiciplinary background

 Knowledge production: collaborative methodology

 Illustration: The case study (field trip)

 Final Considerations



Setting the scene

 We look beyond the leisure field itself, by tapping 

into a intercisciplinary course and considering 

knowledge production in education in a broader 

sense. We will challenge traditional education and 

will offer a collaborative methodology for educating 

future professionals to embrace the complexities 

that communities and organizations face in this 21st 

century (Castells, 2000)



The invention of the education

The History:

• The Public Educational System date of 18th century;

• Invention of the curriculum and methods of learning and teaching.

(Robinson, 1999).

The need:

• To serve the industrial developments purposes;

• Skilled people to join the industrial progress of the world;

• Transfer of knowledge regarding specific topics.

The system:  Prussian model of education (Melton, 1988)

Outcomes:

• Monocultural, content-centered, transfer of knowledge, hierarchical, universal



The invention of the education

T r a n s l a t i o n :



Changing needs
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The world in change versus Education
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Mismatch between preparing professionals and the 
work field

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/31/opinion/sunday/friedman-need-a-job-invent-
it.html?_r=2&#!

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/31/opinion/sunday/friedman-need-a-job-invent-it.html?_r=2&%23!


Our world has changed into 

an interactive, hyper-

connected, immersive, 

virtual, digital online 

ecosystem or mega platform 

where users create and share 

knowledge, innovate and 

collaborate together: world 

2.0” (Karakas 2011)



How to connect education, knowledge production to 

what is needed in contemporary society?

 Karakas (2009) states that creativity, collaboration and co-creation define 

today’s landscapes of business and technology 

 How to bring those into education preparing students for the 21st century 

complexities? 



Collaborative methodology in the learning 

process

 This methodology offers a systemic, collaborative and relational view 

on education (Camargo-Borges, 2015) 

 It focuses on designing for emergence investing on the collective 

creativity of all involved (Nijs, 2014). 

 It understand learning as a process to be co-designed – engaging 

teachers, students and stakeholders in an experience that can lead 

into new knowledge and possibilities of action.



The challenge in education: 

How to blend a collaborative methodology with 

institutional demands?

The goal is: To establish a curriculum that meets academic standards while at

the same time makes room for the development of a co-creative approach in

which students become able of understanding and experience society changes

and create new forms of action together.



HOW?
Finding an ecology of learning

Moving from “what kind of knowledge must be acquired” towards “how to create new knowledge that 

can be leveraged in emerging contexts.”



Concepts that support and enable collaborative learning 
processes

◆ Experiential learning (Kolb, 1984)

◆ Circles of Participation (Gergen, 2009)



Concepts that support and enable learning processes

◆ Experiential learning (Kolb, 1984)



◆ Circles of Participation (Gergen, 2009)



The collaborative methodology in Action

The field work: Placemaking & Shaping Destinations

 Multidisciplinary backgrounds ( Leisure, Tourism, Hotel and Facility 

Management, Logistics and Urban Design and Digital Entertainment) & 

Inter-disciplinary education:  Place Governance, Sustainable Place 

Branding and Urban Design

 International colleagues and from the different faculties

 Universities collaborating together and involvement with the stakeholders 

from the region. 

 A real life project on sustainability



The REAL LIFE challenge 

(student project)

 “Silva Jardim 2030 initiative”, aiming at growing a diversity of 

projects that are locally and financially possible in the region

 The students, during this field trip, had the challenge to understand 

the context in a broader way, by immersing themselves in that 

specific reality, and trying to co-create WITH them a  sustainable 

place.



Sustainable Silva Jardim Movement 

MISSÃO: Movimento apartidário e autônomo, que reúne profissionais de diversos campos 

para pensar e propor soluções que visam avaliar, monitorar e divulgar, periódica e 

sistematicamente, a evolução da qualidade de vida de Silva Jardim e região, em quatro 

dimensões integradas, interdependentes e indissociáveis: ecologia econômica, ecologia 

social, ecologia ambiental e ecologia pessoal.

MISSON:THIS IS AN AUTONOMOUS MOVEMENT WITHOUT A PARTY  IN WHICH WE UNITE 

PROFESSIONALS FROM DIFFERENT AREAS AND FIELDS TO THINK AND PROPOSE SOLUTIONS 

THAT AIMS TO ASSESS, MONITORING AND SHARE THE EVOLUTION OF SILVA JARDIM QUALITY 

OF LIFE AS WELL AS THE REGION. THERE ARE 4 INTEGRATED AND INTERDEPENDENT 

DIMENSIONS: ECONOMIC ECOLOGY, SOCIAL/COLLECTIVE ECOLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL 

ECOLOTY AND PERSONAL/INDIVIDUAL ECOLOGY. 



Sustainable Silva Jardim Movement 
VISÃO DO MOVIMENTO SILVA JARDIM SUSTENTÁVEL: Sermos agentes de processos 

norteadores do desenvolvimento sustentável do município, integrado ao imaginário 

coletivo. Promotores do fortalecimento das competências cidadãs; da identidade e cultura 

local, regional e nacional; da Excelência com qualidade competitiva na economia 

globalizada da sociedade do conhecimento. Geradores de elevada qualidade de vida 

criando ambientes educadores e Inovadores.

THE VISION OF THE MOVEMENT: WE ARE AGENTS OF THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS OF THE MUNICIPALITY AND WE ARE PROMOTERS OF THE EMPOWERMENT OF 

CITIZENSHIP COMPETENCES AS WELL AS THE LOCAL AND CULTURAL IDENTITY. WE WANT TO 

CREATE A HIGHT LEVEL QUALITY OF LIFE CREATING EDUCATION AND INNOVATIVE 

ENVIRONMENT.



Sustainable Silva Jardim Movement 

 VISÃO DE FUTURO

 Ser reconhecido e respeitado como um TERRITORIO VERDE, EDUCADOR, com 

excelente qualidade de vida e REFERÊNCIA de TURISMO RURAL EDUCACIONAL e de 

AGRICULTURA ORGANICA.

 VISION OF THE FUTURE

 WE WANT TO BE RECOGNIZED AND RESPECTED AS A GREEN TERRITORY, PROMOTING 

EDUCATION AND HIGH QUALITY OF LIFE AND WE WANT TO BE THE REFERENCE OF 

RURAL/ECO-TOURISM; EDUCATIONAL TOURISM AND ORGANIC AGRICULTURE.



The “Silva Jardim” Educational Research 

Project

 Real life educational learning project on sustainable placemaking.

 19 students (the Netherlands) and 19 students (from Brazil) spent 3 weeks 

in the State of Rio de Janeiro, working together on a real-life challenge 

 3 universities and the movement organizing it.

 Silva Jardim Movement: - farmers

- 2 NGOS (Mico leao dourado & Rios Verdes)

- Local school

- Library

- Cultural center Honorário Coelho



Assignment for the students: 

“How to facilitate the sustainable development of 

Silva Jardim?”

 Theme 1) Experience Tourism –

How to strengthen the identity of the place through giving visibility to some of tourism 

potentials such as: 

Theme 1a) Experience tourism can be: Gastronomy tourism creating a “Geographic 

Indication” for Silva Jardim – financial solutions investments/ exporting/ new 

technologies; productive forest identity 

Theme 1b) Experience Tourism teaching kids and families about nature and 

sustainability (aprendiz de fazendeiro)
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Assignment for the students: 

“How to facilitate the sustainable development of 

Silva Jardim?”

 Theme 2) Culture – communication in place making  - Silva Jardim Radio and 

municipality

 In what way could municipality and the community radio contributes is stimulation 

and facilitating culture activities that empower the citizens and attract others to 

come. What changes should be made in the Urban fabric or Public realm or new 

possibilities to emerge to host these activities in an effective and sustainable way? 

 How art can be an instrument, a tool to create visibility to Silva Jardim and to help 

to make it a sustainable place?
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Assignment for the students: 

“How to facilitate the sustainable development of 

Silva Jardim?”

 Theme 3) Collaborative economy: NGO’s Instituto Rio Verdes; Mico-leão dourado. 

 In what way could NGO's work on physical/digital projects collaborating with the 

locals in which knowledge and wellness is created for the whole society and the city 

and its surrounding become more sustainable?

 How to make a place through sustainable entrepreneuship? How NGO’s can play a 

role in that?

Sustainable 

development :

a liveable, 

resilient and 

innovative 

territory in which 

nature 

protection and 

human 

enhancement 
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Collaborative methodology in this CASE

 PRE: Facebook, Brazilian week “1st cultural touchpoint”, online 

exchange

- Brazilian week in the Netherlands

 DURING:

- Contextual, cultural and content immersion ( events and visits: 

European design Institute; governance examples in initiatives in Rio)

- Mixed-teams, group work

- Working WITH the stakeholders

- Co-presence in the field

- Final presentation

 AFTER:

- Sharpening report

- Manifesto



To conclude

 Key elements of a collaborative methodology

Engaging in a multi-disciplinary team;

learning different professional languages; 

work outside of classroom;

experimenting and embracing knowledge in action

 Challenges to face: 

manage expectations/

cross-cultural sensitivity

no quick-fix 



Learning & Final considerations

 Students were given a complex challenge to tackle collaboratively. 

 They had the opportunity to navigate through a complex reality of 

stakeholders and their expectations 

 They interact with the contradictions existing together of all different 

stakeholders, needs and wishes. 

 It was hard to grasp quickly but without jumping to premature conclusions
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